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[Answer any rrro questions from Group-A aad any three questions from Group-B;
Separate answer script must be-used for Group-A and Group-B.]

Group-A

[Answer any twa questions ]
l a) Wlut is FET? Write down the classification of FET.

b) What is JFET? Describe its construction and working principle Q.{-Channel JFET).
c) A JFET has the following parameters: IDss= 32 mA; V6s1o6y= -8V; V65: -4.5 V. Find out the value

of drain current.

ha) What is switching circuit? Write down the ilassification of it.
b) Explain the switching action of transistor with proper diagram in

i) OFF region
ii) ON region

c) Draw the drain or output Characteristics curves of Enhancement type of MOSFET.
d) A kansistor is used as switch. If Vs.=13y' fu= lKO and Icso= 10 pA, determine the value of

V6g when the transistor is
(D Cut off
(ii) Saturation

3.a) Draw the symbol of n- channel and p-channel enhancement type of MOSFET.

b) Explain the operation principle of Monostable Multivibrator with proper diagram.

c) An E-MOSFET gives lolon; :500mA at VcrlOV and Vcsr*7=lV. Determine the fuaia current for
Vc.y=5V.
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Group-B

[Answer any /]ree questions ]
4.a) Define operationat Amplifier. write down the Ideal characteristics of an op AMp.
b) Draw the circuit diagram of inverting and non-inverting op-AMp and find the gain for both.
c) From the op-rrp circuit, if v, =0.5 v, calculate (i) the output voltage v,, and (ii) the current in the

10 KO resistor.

5.a) What is negative feedback?

b) Explain the principle ofnegative feedback in amplifier.
c) Derive the gain ofnegative feedback amplifier.
d) When negative voltage feedback is applied to an amplifier ofgain 100, the overall gain falls to 50.(, Calculate the fraction ofthe output voltage feedback.

(ii) If this fraction is maintained, calculate the value of the amplifier gain required if the
overall stage gain to be 75.

6'a) What is aa electronic oscillator? Write down the name of different types of transistor oscillators.
b) With proper circuit diagram explain the operation of Hartley Oscillator.c) In a Hartley oscillator the tank coil has two sections of inductance 80 mH and 20 mH. The

capacitor has a capacitance of 500 pF. Neglecting the mutual inductance of the coil, find its
frequency ol oscillation.

7 .a) Write short note on comparator circuit and characteristics of it.
b) Draw the circuit diagram ofPeak Detector circuit.

c) With proper circuit diagram explain the operation of Schmit Tigger.
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